POWER YOUR CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE STRATEGY

WITH STARHUB SMART ENGAGEMENT

Organisations
across all industries
are facing a key
challenge in cutting
through the clutter
to engage consumers.

In today’s ad-saturated world, consumers find themselves being
overwhelmed with brand communications no matter they are,
especially on their mobile. Organisations across all industries are
facing a key challenge in cutting through the clutter to engage
consumers on a level that resonates. Organisations who harness
engagement platforms to create engaging and personalized
experiences will have a competitive edge in this digital age.

64% of customers expect tailored

engagements that are based on past
interactions

45% of business professionals indicated

that customer experience is the top priority
for their business in the next 5 years
Customer experience has been identified as one of top business priorities in the
coming years and with this shift in priority, more organisations are looking at
various ways to engage and communicate better, faster, and sharper to stay ahead
of competition.
Beyond engaging customers, internal communications are also integral to boost
business efficiency and productivity. This not only creates a culture of transparency
and openness that employees respect, but it also establishes the organisation as a
communicative outlet where employees feel empowered to excel in.
Organisations now must maximise and harness the potential of smart
engagement tools to keep up with the changing times.

Benefits of using a messaging platform to communicate with your
customers, employees or stakeholders
BOOST CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
Create content that resonates for the right customer, at the right time, on
the right platform through automation for effective engagement that drives
action and data-driven insights.
IMPROVE OPERATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS
Efficiently communicate through notifications on various channels,
account for safety and well-being of employees and trigger automated
escalations where necessary.
STRENGTHEN BUSINESS RESILIENCE
Stay ahead of competition by tackling communication challenges fast and
respond to consumers with time-sensitive messaging during crisis
communications.

We are here to help.
Learn about StarHub Smart Engagement.

INTRODUCING STARHUB
SMART ENGAGEMENT
Smart Engagement is a multi channel messaging platform that allows you to create personalized
user experience across email, SMS, voice, web, social media and rich messaging to interact with
staff and customers.
It enables organisations to automate, personalise, and layer communications to create
exceptional user experiences through engaging content. Beyond that, the platform also allows
for organisations to create smart workflows across multiple communication channels to interact
with employees and customers. As a platform that helps organisations to easily curate content
tailored to consumers' needs, it aims to create meaningful conversations and push relevant
content out in a fast, yet engaging manner. From voice calls, bulk messaging to 2 factor
authentication, Smart Engagement establishes efficient and secure workflows and processes for
industries such as healthcare, finance, media, government, and more.

KEY FEATURES
AUTOMATED WORKFLOWS
Create rule-based sequences of automated, omnichannel communications that synergise people,
devices, and systems to improve business processes.
MULTI-CHANNEL MESSAGING
Send clear and concise information directly across multiple digital touch points from SMS, email
to voice for engagement optimisation.
CONTACTS MANAGEMENT
Manage dynamic contact attributes at scale to personalise communication experiences on the
right channel at the right time.
MESSAGE BUILDER
Produce, schedule and manage content across multiple channels from easy and ready-to-use
templates or customise your own template using our drag-and-drop function.
REAL-TIME REPORTING CAPABILITIES
Analyse real-time, data-driven insights to optimise communication outcomes with powerful
audit capabilities.
API AND INTEGRATIONS
Easily integrate with existing apps from data systems to 3rd party tools or connect backend
systems via our robust and flexible APIs.

INDUSTRY DEEP DIVE

HEALTHCARE

100% uptime of

service availability
can be executed to
engage key
stakeholders.

In healthcare, where every second counts, communications and
engagement to capture attention are pivotal in maintaining an effective
internal core to deliver exceptional patient experiences. Reliable
real-time communication is critical to manage outbreaks with
notifications from higher management to on-ground staff that shares
protocols, key actionable steps, and pandemic status. Through the
platform, healthcare organisations can manage their manpower easily
to achieve optimal manpower levels for cost savings. Beyond internal
use, patient engagement can be enhanced with notifications pre and
post visit to ensure low no-show rates.

Nursing a healthy engagement strategy

StarHub Smart Engagement provides accessibility of information and
data to personalise and trigger automated communications for patients.
With an integrated 2-way messaging to a variety of end devices from
traditional pagers, mobile phones to desktops, delivering prioritised
messages fast through reliable messaging service with 100% uptime of
service availability can be executed to engage key stakeholders.
Acknowledgement on messages can also be traced and audited.

Use Cases:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blast notifications for staff & supplier advisories from OH&S
notifications and crisis safety communication
Schedule appointments, send appointment reminders, and
discharge patients through automated messages
Access availability of staff and their skills
Proactively inform service recipients of altered business
operations, manage expectations, and ensure easy feedback paths
Wellness reports for staff
Crisis & incident management
Facilities & theatre management
Statutory reporting

INSURANCE
This is evidenced by

70% of customers

indicating that they
would like their
insurer to engage
them via virtual
communications.

In insurance, where engagement is crucial to maintaining and forging
customer relationships, human interaction is important. This is
evidenced by 70% of customers indicating that they would like their
insurer to engage them via virtual communications such as real-time
video chat for face-to-face interaction from wherever they may be. With
such levels of engagement, insurance companies can cement their
position as an innovator and improve customer satisfaction.
Automated messages such as timely reminders to extend the coverage
can help to boost customer retention and continuity of coverage.

Insuring a better customer experience

StarHub Smart Engagement empowers insurance providers to
improve the overall customer experience journey with omnichannel
capabilities from SMS, WhatsApp or email to deliver targeted and
timely information. The platform also allows for 2-way messaging and
escalations to better manage applications and service progress,
boosting interactivity and customer service. Surveys can also be
conducted to gauge levels of service and identify improvement gaps
using SMS and Rich Message.
With advanced security features such as integration of one-time
passwords for 2FA, customers can be rest assured that their data and
concerns are dealt confidentially. Beyond customer experience,
internal operation efficiency can also be enhanced through SMS
notifications to automate admin processes and preventing risk of
human errors.

Use Cases:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drive acquisition marketing for new customers or prospects
Insurance renewal & late payment reminders
Policy holder, claims and agency distribution engagement through
personalised chats
Real-time chat on reporting & accident
Engage customers through onboarding communications
Send timely travel emergencies, digital health declarations &
statutory reporting
IT Service management when there is outages

FINANCE
StarHub Smart
Engagement puts
emphasis on security
with 2-factor
authentication on
integration to
payment gateways to
reduce opportunities
for fraud.

In finance, where security is a stronghold in whatever they do, banking
organisations have to adopt secure yet engaging communication
channels to capture employees and customers attention. With
compliance and regulations are becoming stricter, advanced and
synergised communications and engagement strategies are essential
to meet the everchanging requirements. Proactive payment
notifications and renewal reminders are key engagement features for
customer retention and trust, which in turn translate to loyalty in the
long run. By building a resilient business through consolidated and
streamlined processes, there can be a continuity of operations with
minimised operational downtime.

Banking on a simple, streamlined engagement approach
StarHub Smart Engagement puts emphasis on security with 2-factor
authentication on integration to payment gateways to reduce
opportunities for fraud. The instant customer notification system
provides consumers with confidence through automated alerts when
suspicious activities are detected. Beyond security, engagement on an
internal level is crucial to sustain business operations, especially when
there is a crisis, to inform employees on workflow of actions in a timely
manner. With a central information hub, facilitation of knowledge
sharing and collaboration opportunities are aplenty to boost
operational communications.

Use Cases:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proactive billing and contract management
Crisis and incident management
IT service management when there are outages
Collaboration to foster culture of knowledge sharing
Engage through customer onboarding communications
Provide timely service & support to customers
Collate and measure customer feedback for improvement gaps
Create personalised loyalty campaigns for customers

MAXIMISE ENGAGEMENT.
STRENGTHEN BUSINESS RESILIENCE.
Designed to tackle communication challenges and improve interactivity, StarHub Smart
Engagement allows professionals to automate, personalise and layer communications
with easy-to-create engaging content across multiple channels to enhance operational
productivity and efficiency, while enhancing consumers’ experiences.

EMBRACE THE POWER OF
ENGAGEMENT TODAY.
Powered by

https://www.whispir.com.sg

1800 888 8888

business@starhub.com

starhub.com/smartengagement

We are here to help. Speak to our consultants to find out more.

